Dear Friend

It has been a busy week at FID, mostly in the Food Pantry, as the new distribution system continues. We are also preparing to reopen TWR in a very limited way. Watch the video for the details!

Thanks to everyone who is contributing so generously in these difficult times, we are so grateful! And as the Pantry Fill the Gap Program winds down next week, we are thrilled to say that we have raised and spent $31,000, providing meals to hundreds of households, feeding thousands of people, all while supporting local restaurants. The brainchild of Idealab was a huge success!

Blessings, have a safe and lovely weekend, and to all the moms out there: Happy Mother's Day!

Rabbi Joshua

We can only operate with your help!

DONATE

LEARN ABOUT PLANNED GIVING
The US Census Bureau have solicited FID's help in reaching underrepresented communities. The Pantry is adding flyers to the grocery bags it is giving out!

Mutual help - the Census Bureau supplied us with several hundred very useful shopping bags, so we can broadcast their message while also helping our Pantry clients get their groceries home.
Thanks to FiD board member Ed Vidimos and his fellow Knights of Columbus member for dropping off a $2500 check! We are so grateful.

Pasadena Jaycees help out at the Pantry! Irene, Phil, Haley, and Justine.
And a crew of regular Pantry volunteers - Kate, Marc, Gloria, Kai and Elisia.

A huge food delivery (two of five pallets pictured) from Sales Max